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When we think Marvel, instantly, strong masculine characters like The
Incredible Hulk, Thor, and Spiderman come to mind. Even as we’re about to
enter 2018, the myth that female characters don’t sell as well as their male
counterparts persists. Will the Women of Marvel never get the fame and
recognition that they deserve? For now, it seems true, the Women of Marvel
aren’t getting enough credit – neither in movies, nor in the comic book world.
It’s time to upgrade the Women of Marvel by supporting women who create
Marvel.
A form of adventure fantasy, Marvel is enjoyed by millions of people
worldwide. Marvel geeks, who are the first to book tickets to Comic Con and
The Geek Gathering, would spend big bucks on the marvel-ous experience
that Disneyland Paris promises to offer in the near future. With a recent study
reporting a significant increase in the number of female Marvel fans, it’s no
surprise that even in a male-dominated field, women at fandom meccas such
as the New York Comic Con are growing in number. This significant shift in
the number of female fans will help Disneyland Paris remodel and cater to
their desires and expectations.
Disney’s announcement about a new Marvel branded hotel project is
currently being designed to transport guests to the world of Marvel
superheroes. Marvel has identified it as the perfect platform for female artists
to showcase their passion through the hotel’s themed rooms, with Marvel
memorabilia and art on display. Craving for new art, the Marvel hotel is ready
to take in contribution from fans – making this a shared experience between
the giant brand and its beloved fandom.

To be a substantial part of this futuristic hotel, The Marvel New York Comic
Con is encouraging female fans to share their passion for Marvel in the form
of comic book art. Ultimately, selected artwork, both fresh and intriguing, will
be displayed at the Marvel hotel in-the-making.
With the advancements in digital technology, the internet has made it easier
for fans to directly interact and contribute in their favourite brands’ ‘stories’.
While female characters only make it to 35.8% of Marvel comic covers,
women artists who create Marvel only make up 16.8% of the total Marvel
creators. Encouraging women to come forth and submit new art at the event,
the Marvel New York Comic Con is going against the common notion of the
industry rejecting female artists.
The writer’s retreat, held by Marvel comics before the New York Comic Con,
is another platform that is considering sending out personalized invites to the
niche female Marvel fan community to participate in future events by pitching
ideas and developing concepts. Even after female-created titles like Marvel’s
Patsy Walker, AKA Hellcat! and Mockingbird were cancelled, small and
medium-sized publishers are proactively looking for raw female talent in the
form of new writers and artists.

If you’re a female comic book artist, tweet @Marvel using hashtag
#WomenofMarvel and #MarvelNYCC for a chance to receive a personalized
invitation to the grand Marvel New York Comic Con 2018 and share your art
at the event. The Marvel New York Comic Con initiative for female artists is
bound to stir up interesting conversations and art contribution to the
upcoming exciting Marvel hotel.

Commentary

Responding to Disneyland Paris’s Marvel hotel creative brief, in the previous blog I focused on a broad target segment
of increasing female Marvel fans (Schenker 2014). But after incorporating feedback, I narrowed down the target
segment to female comic book artists who are also Marvel fans. The updated target audience is female artists, between
35-45 years old Marvel geeks. These women are eager to attend comic book conventions like GeekGirlCon, ComicCon, The Geek Gathering, where they meet fellow Marvel lovers, and share their passion in the form of costumes,
comic book art and conversation. Contrary to popular belief, a wide-ranging survey on convention attendance in the
US revealed that the number of male and female attendees was the same (McNally 2015). This shows that social
stigmas against comic book interests have slowly been eradicated and more women now feel welcomed to be a part of
the Marvel geek community than ever before. Focusing on a target segment that makes a high disposable income, the
new target audience is likely to be a pioneer among their family and friends to experience top suites in the luxurious
Stark tower at Disneyland Paris.
The key message is carefully structured to be conveyed through a well-built transmedia experience. Transmedia
narrative, especially fits in Marvel’s case, as the story is told across multiple platforms. Using one of the main tools of
interaction – communication with the brand - is what electrifies the audience (Phillips 1974). In transmedia
storytelling, as Phillips (1974) discusses, communication can be outbound or inbound. In Marvel’s case, the audience
is encouraged to talk to the brand by creating art for the brand. The purpose of this piece is to create excitement among
the target audience and make them feel like they need to participate in this exciting opportunity that will potentially
showcase their art to millions of fans who visit the Marvel hotel. The main message is to reach and engage small,
medium-sized, often ignored artists who are eager to have their art displayed in the Marvel hotel. The major advantage
of this sort of interactive communication is that it ‘allows the audience to feel a deeper connection to the story world’.
In the interactive world, the characters inevitably become more real and establish a deeper, personal relationship with
the audience. Therefore, resulting in a stronger bond with its audience. The awareness and engagement achieved
through this piece adds to the existing overarching narrative of creating excitement for the grand opening of the
Marvel hotel.
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Post 1

Post 2

Commentary

The text and images used to create the Marvel Twitter posts enhance the overarching narrative of the brief response.
The main message of the twitter posts is to create excitement among female comic book artists to ultimately participate
and contribute their fan art to the Marvel hotel through the Marvel New York Comic Con 2018 event. Female comic
book artists are encouraged to create content for the Marvel brand and use this is as an opportunity to display their art
to people who visit and stay at the Marvel hotel in Disneyland Paris. Both posts aim to make the audience feel like
their art is special and valued by the brand. The posts are created to make the audience feel as if they need to be a part
of the brand’s special upcoming project. Both posts use engaging images and existing hashtag #WomenofMarvel.
Since women use social media more than men, Twitter is a perfect platform for the brand to seek and engage with
female comic book artists (Anderson 2015).
Post 1’s caption is ‘Want to join this amazing team #WomenofMarvel at the next #MarvelNYCC? Tweet at us and you
might just get a special invite! #ArtLovers’. The image used in post 1 is that of a group of female comic book artists at
a previous New York Comic Con interacting with the audience. It is used to entice budding comic book artists and
possibly picture themselves sitting as one of the future panellist similar to that of the women in the image. The post
also uses existing hashtags #WomenofMarvel, #MarvelNYCC and #ArtLovers. #WomenofMarvel is a hashtag that
categorizes female Marvel superheroes and is also used to refer to the existing 'Women of Marvel podcast'.
#MarvelNYCC is a popular hashtag for Marvel’s presence at the annual New York Comic Con. #ArtLovers is an
additional hashtag used to reach Twitter users who are not necessarily following Marvel on Twitter but are artists who
may possibly want to be a part of this Marvel initiative at the convention.
Post 2’s caption is ‘We’re looking for amazing female comic book artists to be a part of a new Marvel project! Do you
have what it takes? #WomenofMarvel’. The image used in post 2 is that of a woman dressed up as a superhero under a
large ‘Marvel’ sign. The image is visually appealing to the audience as it insinuates that anyone from the audience can
be the next superhero artist for Marvel. The caption is directly asking for artists to connect with the brand. The text is
creating awareness and curiosity about the Marvel hotel by referring to it as a ‘new Marvel project’. Like the previous
post, this post also uses the existing popular hashtag #WomenofMarvel. Both posts consist a call-to-action where it
prompts its audience to engage with the brand on Twitter.
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Commentary

One of the most popular social networks worldwide, Instagram has over 700 million monthly active users (Statista
2017). Earlier this year, Instagram announced an exciting new feature for comic book artists. This feature enables
artists to share up to 10 images and/or videos within a single post (Gould 2017) – making Instagram a preferred
platform to publish content for artists. Social media has also contributed in breaking stereotypes and encouraging
women to connect with each other and engage in meaningful online conversation (McNally 2015).
In this Instagram post, a picture similar to that published on other social media channel i.e. Twitter is used. As seen,
the picture highlights the women of Marvel at the New York Comic Con. The post caption reads ‘Are you ready to
share your art with the world? If you’re a female comic book artist, we want you at the next #MarvelNYCC! Use
#WomenofMarvel and Tweet @Marvel for a chance to get a personalized invitation! Read more about this exciting
opportunity on the new blog post: It’s time to upgrade the Women of Marvel. Link in bio’. This post uses existing
popular hashtags #MarvelNYCC and #WomenofMarvel – connecting it to the brand’s other posts on social media and
making it easier for people to recall the brand announcement. The caption directly speaks to artists and motivates them
to share their art on a huge platform i.e. the annual convention. This post also consists a call-to-action where it prompts
its audience to engage with the brand on Twitter using a specific hashtag. Additionally, the post mentions a new blog
post about the opportunity and encourages the audience to visit the blog via the link on its Instagram handle. The key
message is to get female artists to engage with the brand and contribute content for Marvel’s new hotel project. The
main purpose of this message is to get artists excited and make them feel like they’re missing out if they do not
participate in this rare opportunity.
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TITLE: Women of Marvel 2018
PAGE: 1 of 2
DATE: 25/10/17

SCENE: 1

PANEL: 1

SCENE: 2

PANEL: 2

SCENE: 3

PANEL: 3

DIALOGUE: (a male deep voice) For
the first time ever, Women of
Marvel…

DIALOGUE: (no voice-over, only
dramatic music plays in the
background as the image appears on
the screen)

DIALOGUE: is calling all female
comic book artists…

ACTION: The familiar Marvel logo
dramatically appears on the screen

ACTION: A sketch of all the women of
Marvel appears

ACTION: The logo dramatically
flashes on the screen again

FX: The ‘Marvel Cinematic Theme
Song Universe’ starts playing in the
background (underscore plays
throughout the TVC i.e. 30 seconds)

FX: A hand holding a pencil ‘sketches
out’ the image in 5 seconds

FX: the underscore keeps playing in
the background

SHOT: Level camera angle

SHOT: Low camera angle

SHOT: Zoom in

SCENE: 4

PANEL: 4

SCENE: 5

PANEL: 5

SCENE: 6

PANEL: 6

DIALOGUE: (no voice-over, only
dramatic music plays in the
background as the image appears on
the screen)

DIALOGUE: (no voice-over, only
dramatic music plays in the
background as the image appears on
the screen)

DIALOGUE: (no voice-over, only
dramatic music plays in the
background as the image appears
on the screen)

ACTION: More Marvel female
superheroes appear on screen
FX: The image fades in from the right
and slowly moves towards the left

ACTION: More Marvel female
superheroes appear on screen
FX: The image fades in from the
bottom of the screen and slowly loves
towards the top

ACTION: More Marvel female
superheroes appear on screen
FX: The image fades in from the left
and slowly moves towards the right

SHOT: close up

SHOT: close up

SHOT: close up

Storyboard

TITLE: Women of Marvel 2018
PAGE: 2 of 2
DATE: 25/10/17

SCENE: 7
7

PANEL:

SCENE: 8

PANEL: 8

SCENE: 9

PANEL: 9

DIALOGUE: Come and join
Marvel at the New York Comic
Con 2018 and stand a chance to
showcase your art in one of the
largest Marvel projects ever.

DIALOGUE: To find out more, use
hashtag ‘Women of Marvel’ and join the
conversation on Twitter today.

DIALOGUE: It’s time to share your art
with the world.

ACTION: The official New York
Comic Con logo flashes on the
screen

ACTION: After the Comic Con logo
rotates out of the screen – the hashtag
‘Women of Marvel’ sign rotates on to the
screen

ACTION: All the Marvel female
superheroes appear on the screen

FX: the underscore keeps playing
in the background as the logo
dramatically appears on the
screen

FX: the underscore keeps playing in the
background

FX: The image of all Marvel female
superheroes fades in and the shot
zooms out – displaying all the
superheroes. Background music fades
out.

SHOT: Zoom in

SHOT: Zoom in

SHOT: Long shot

Commentary

The main purpose of the television commercial (TVC) is to deliver a sense of adventure and excitement among female
Marvel comic book artists. Intertwined with transmedia storytelling, the TVC features comic book sketches of Women
of Marvel, at the same time, motivating female comic book artists to engage with the brand on their official Twitter
handle using a specific hashtag (#WomenofMarvel). This structure of TVC gives the audience ‘payoff’ in the end by
giving them the platform to participate through another medium (Phillips 1974). Audience members, are encouraged to
participate and, in turn, rewarded for their engagement and contribution in content creation for the brand. As Phillips
(1974) mentions, the moment when everything comes in focus and everything fits together - that moment is magic both for the creator and for its audience. A well-structured television commercial enables audience to engage with the
brand on another platform, communicate the brand’s key message, hence, add an exciting element to the existing
media strategy. A transmedia experience can be structured in a way that allows its audience to be passive, for instance,
when they’re watching a TVC. But an interactive transmedia experience, where the audience engages with the brand
reaches a new level of engagement. This is level of connection the Marvel TVC is attempting to reach.
Furthermore, the ‘Marvel Cinematic Theme Song Universe’ is selected to be played in the background throughout the
duration of the TVC (30 seconds). This upbeat music is one that Marvel fans recognize as it has often played as the
background score in the Marvel movies franchise. Because music in an ad is responsible for ‘catching and holding
attention, and providing a vehicle for repetition and remembrance’, the Marvel theme song is a perfect fit for the TVC
as it transports them back into the Marvel world (Scott 1990). Thus, music is a significant active part, making a
substantial contribution to the entirety of the television commercial. As Scott (1990) further mentions, ‘just as words in
a language become meaningful by virtue of being joined in a system of relationships called a grammar, the elements in
a commercial are made meaningful by their relationships to each other’. In a similar attempt to create a meaningful
TVC, significant elements like music, voice-over and images are put together in relation to each other. The repetition
of the Marvel music in the TVC brings back Marvel nostalgia for its viewers.
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